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where the memory kemel is given by &,;,+(t, f ' ) = g : G ; ( t , t')G& (t', t ) . (3) G" are the retarded and advanced electron Green functions, respectively. If one uses a simple free-particle Wigner -Weisskopf form for the spectral functions G ; ( t , t') = -ie(t -ft)e-edt-t')-<t-t') , one can retrieve the Boltzmann kinetics for the long-the asymptote with a broadened energy conserving delta function. We calculate the spectral functions self-consistently with the quantum kinetic equation under the influence of the mean Hartree -Fock fields of Coulomb interaction and of the interaction with the electric field of coherent femtosecond light pulses? This formulation applied to a semiconductor with LO-phonon scattering was able to explain the phonon-related oscillations superimposed on the decaying interband polarization, which have been observed recently in four-wave-mixing experiments using 16-fs pulses of relatively low intensity to avoid the dominance of Coulomb scattering?
Extensions of this theory to experimental situations with three pulses and to experiments with GaAs quantum well structures will be reported. 
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The thermalization of nonequilibrium carrier distributions involve fundamentals of thermodynamics and solid-state physics. Femtosecond spectroscopy has been employed to study this process' and was analyzed in the framework of Bolzmann kinetics? However, during and shortly after an ultrashort laser excitation, carrier kinetics are drastically altered. At this early stage the Coulomb potential is still unscreened and there is essentially no energy conservation in two-particle scattering events; instead scattering becomes nonlocal in time. In this regime the evolution of momentumdependent occupation numbers can only be described by quantum kinetics, including memory structure in the scattering integrals?
We present a study of camer relaxation in bulk GaAs at room temperature in the quantum kinetics regime. We use a modified frequency-resolved pumpprobe technique with pump and probe durations ind-ependend? adjustable from 30-100 fs.
Figure l a shows differential absorption spectra (DAS) for 70-fs pump and probe at low excess energy. The evolution from a hole-burning-like signal with a characteristic dynamic Fermi-edge singularity at At --50 fs, to a quasi-thermalized profile at At -30 fs is clearly seen, in agreement with previous experiments.' DAS obtained with 30-fs pulses are shown in Fig. lb , the higher excitation energy minimizing excitonic effects. Surprisingly, the DAS show an instantaneous response at low energies. Within -50 fs the DAS is characteristic of a thermalized distribution. The negative signal on the high-energy side, characteristic of the DES, is absent. There is practically no response at the peak of the pump spectrum, in fact hole-burning is not observed at all. Such behavior cannot be explained by Bolzmann kinetics, which predict gradual diffusion of the initial spectral hole. With 100-fs excitation high above the band edge and a 30-fs probe we also detect an instantaneous response at low energies and no spectral hole (Fig. 2) . This last result is in agreement with another recent experiment?
These observations cannot be explained in terms of coherent effects. Screening by nonequilibrium carriers is expected to be ineffective, as indicated by the excitons' response. It should not reduce the Sommerfeld enhancement significantly. Emission of optical phonons is clearly important. However, evaluation of the emission rate by Fermi golden rule is inappropriate, since the inverse optical phonon energy is comparable to the time scale of the measurements.'
A consistent explanation can only be given in the framework of quantum kinetics. A complete model of the DAS in this formalism is presently unavailable. However, we give, in Fig. 3 , an example 
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of a quantum kinetic calculation that includes electron-electron scattering only, showing the time-evolution of the occupation number in k-space for excitation by a 20-fs pump pulse well above the band edge. The photocarriers rapidly scatter out of the energy window in which they were created. As a result of the memory, kinetic overshoots develop. We find indications of such overshoots also in the experimental data. A complete description of the DAS requires inclusion of the short coherent probe. We stress that a very short probe is essential for the observation of quantum-kinetic effects, which are due to the nonlocality of scattering. For a probe longer than the range of nonlocality (memory depth), >70 fs, AG Groningen, The Netherlands Numerous studies to date are devoted to a photon echo spectroscopy of a dissolved dye molecule. Because most dyes exhibit vibronic features in their absorption spectra for impulsive excitation, the initially excited state is a vibronic wave packet. Shank and coworkers were the first to recognize the importance of vibrational mode suppression toward optical dephasing measurements.' Mode suppression by time-integrated on a slow detector stimulated photon echo, however, works only in systems that exhibit Blochlike dynamics, meaning that the echo peaks at the time equal to the delay between the first exatation pulses.
In this contribution we show that enhanced mode suppression can be obtained by time-gating the stimulated photon echo (SPE) at the conventional echo time and in phase with the wave packet dynamics. This novel technique is demonstrated on a dye solution of DTTCI in ethylene glycol. As it was directly shown recently, the dynamics of such a system is distinctly non-Markovian.' For the echo spectroscopy it means that the echo peaks at the times quite different from those prescribed by the Bloch model.
For the experimental realization of enhanced mode suppression we applied the phase-locked heterodyne detected stimulated photon echo? In this technique: (Fig. l) , three ultrashort pulses El, E,, and E3 induce a third-order polarization Pc3)(t) on the optical transition. The Esulting time-dependent signal field E(t) F")(t) is interfered with a fourth replica pulse E,. The heterodyne detected signal S(t,)"Re[Rc3)(t)E:(t,)] exceeds. by far the one detected by time gating of the echo:
To perform mode suppression experiments we first characterized the active vibrational modes. This information is obtained from a measurement of the socalled echo-maximum shift function. In this experiment the shift of the time-integrated SPE echo maximum is measured with respect to t12 = 0 at a particular waiting time t13, when the delay time t12 is scanned (Fig. 2) . The observed quantum beats are caused by the coupling of the optical transition to several vibrational modes. Figure 3 compares the results obtained for time-integrated versus diagonal time-gated photon echo experiments. In the time-integrated echo detection technique the echo decays are virtually independent of whether the third pulse is in or out of phase with the rephasing wave packet. In striking contrast, in the time-gated case the echo decays are found to be strongly dependent on the timing of the third pulse. For t13 = 210 fs, where maximal mode suppression is expected, the echo signal can be measured up to t12 = 100 fs. In the Markovian limit the echo decay corresponds to an optical dephasing time T2 of "35 fs. The fact that the integrated echo signal exhibits no signature of mode suppression, proves how-S-p(t)12.
QThA3 Fig. 1 Pulse sequence in PL-HSPE experiment. +12 and +, denote the relative phases between pulses El-E2 and E3-E4 respectively, while k, and k, stand for their wave vectors. Conventional rephasing echo as well as nonrephasing virtual echo contributions to the total signal are depicted. 13-fs laser pulses were used for a l l experiments.
